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The CFW OWCC proposes to train CFW consultants in three steps: 

1) Provide basic training on Wimba, based on the DCE Wimba trainings led by Lyn DeLorme. Documents include: 
a. Student Guide to Using Wimba Classroom (for you to give to your students) 
b. Using Wimba Classroom with Blackboard 
c. Troubleshooting the Wimba Setup Wizard: 

 
2) Discuss how specific elements of Wimba can be used for, and might affect, the key components of individual, face-to-face 

writing consulting sessions. The table below includes a list of observations and questions for investigation. It will be revised 
into a background information/discussion-prompt sheet and feedback form for field testing. 

 
3) CFW writing consultants will provide feedback on these key components when they field-test Wimba, so that the OWCC may 

compile a comprehensive protocol for Wimba use at the CFW. 
 
Elements of Wimba that affect Key Components of CFW Writing Sessions  
 

Element OWCC Notes and Experience Guide for Writing Consultant (WC) Field Testing 
Video use • Video seems less useful than hoped. Nuances of facial expressions—

intent to speak and reaction to WC comments—are not evident. 
• Also, when document sharing is on, shared desktop is busy enough—

video link interrupts. 
• Video link is key element, however, in introductions in a session (gives 

sense of person and environment), but once work focuses on paper, it 
can be minimized/backgrounded. 

 

• OWCC mostly focused on hand-on sessions. What is value 
of video link in more discursive sessions (brainstorming, 
etc.)? 

• On what occasions in a session do WCs want to return to 
use the video link? In what types of sessions is this? 

Yes/No/Hand-
raise buttons 

• These buttons could indicate writer intent to speak or reaction to WC 
comments. However, they seem to be a bad choice because they 
introduce a formal, classroom element in what should be an informal 
two-way conversation. (The discomfort remains the same if the WC uses 
them to respond to the writer speaking.) 

• Test whether these buttons might be useful in any way 
during a writing session. 

Eboard  • Eboard seems less useful than document sharing (writing is imprecise) • Do occasions arise when the eboard might be useful? 
Describe how it was/would be used. 

Chat Frame • Chat could be used to track key elements during consultation (e.g., 
record of actions) 

• Chat was tested as a mode of alerting speaker of other’s response or 
intent to speak, but it worked as poorly as Yes/No/Hand buttons 

• Are there occasions in your sessions when you could use 
the Chat function? 
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Element OWCC Notes and Experience Writing Consultant (WC) Guidance for Field Testing 
Microphone • Lack of evident visual clues in from writer makes the audio more central 

to providing indications of writer responses & intentions. However, the 
time delay makes normal conversation (and picking up on intention-to-
speak signals difficult). 

• Lock-talk is one option, but OWCC found difficulties in developing a 
back-and-forth dialogue when both parties use lock-talk. 

• WC on lock-talk and the writer using CTRL was useful because striking 
the CTRL key “opened the air” and showed intent to speak. However, 
this set-up implies a teaching hierarchy avoided in writing consultations. 
Alternating lock-talk between writer and WC might work, but such 
switching would be logistically difficult. 

• Both parties could use CTRL or click “Talk” button (emulating equal 
footing of writing consultations). However, both of these interfere with 
any writing done while document sharing.  

The speaking function and document sharing are the key 
functions for CFW Wimba use. 
• Try using the lock-talk, CTRL talk, clicking “Talk”  and 

provide feedback on the experience. 
• Report on your comfort with different functions. In reporting, 

please identify how the work compares to your typical 
session. Also, when reporting, assess yourself as a 
collaborator: are you a listener, a talker, an interrupter, etc.? 

• Also, the OWCC has not investigated Wimba use with non-
native speakers. While the field-testing will not include non-
native speakers, please share any observations, thoughts, 
or concerns that might help develop a protocol for working 
with non-native speakers. 
 

Document 
Sharing 

• Document sharing best fits a writing center philosophy when the writer 
gives the consultant access and cursor control (i.e., writer is most in 
control). However, the slow response and intrusive nature of document 
sharing might make this difficult. 

• Document sharing works very well when a part of a paper needs to be 
extracted and discussed (to show options, different grammar 
possibilities, etc.). It is ideal if the WC cuts, pastes, and then manipulates 
the extracted part while discussing it. However, this would be difficult 
when the writer is the one who shares desktop due to the delay. 

• It seems different types of session might require different types of 
sharing.  

• Assignment sheet and contextual documents are best shared and 
reviewed when the writer is sharing the desktop. 

• Note that WC sharing a desktop implies that documents were emailed – 
emailing or not before the session changes the options available. 

• Document sharing is limited when discussions of organization would 
require a whole paper to be spread out on a table. MS Word can shrink 
pages so that several are on the screen, but size (and, ultimately, 
legibility) is sacrificed. An alternative for organizational work would be to 
create an outline together. 

• Test out sharing by both writer and WC, and try to identify 
types of sessions when doc sharing should be done by one 
or the other. 

• Test, as a WC, reaching into a writer’s desktop to make 
notes or extract sections for discussion. How does this work 
for you?  

• From your testing and your experience with sessions, try to 
report on what kind of sharing would be appropriate for 
what kinds of sessions. Should there be a default sharing 
set-up? Should some form of screening occur to determine 
who shares? If so, what would the screening be? 

• Think of testing sessions that include brainstorming, focus, 
whole-paper organization, research, revisions with 
instructor comments, etc. Report on these sessions. 

• Does your experience give any indication about whether 
documents should be emailed before sessions or not? 

• After you have tested document sharing, please suggest 
language that could be used to explain to writers how and 
why to provide the WC access to their desktop. Also, what 
language would you use to alert the writer to the delay and 
intrusiveness of WC interventions? 

Internet and 
resources 

• Internet can be used (e.g., for OWL website) either through document 
sharing or through the Web button. 

• If the writer is sharing the desktop, then s/he should access the web, but 
the use of web resources changes from one of quick reference to 
learning how to find and search the web resource (this can be positive, 
but might change the nature of a session). 

• Test different ways of accessing the web for resources. 
What is easiest and why? 

• How does the use of web resources affect the decision of 
who shares desktop and how? 

 


